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Abstract

With a view that rotorcraft noise should be included in the preliminary
design process, a relatively fast noise prediction method is examined
in this paper. A comprehensive rotorcraft analysis is combined with a
noise prediction method to compute several noise metrics of interest.
These predictions are compared to flight test data. Results show that
inclusion of only the main rotor noise will produce results that severely
underpredict integrated metrics of interest. Inclusion of the tail rotor
frequency content is essential for accurately predicting these integrated
noise metrics.
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1 Introduction

Rotorcraft are complex machines whose unique capabilities to take off
vertically, land vertically, and hover make them invaluable assests to
civilian and military operators. In designing a vehicle, a set of missions is
chosen that essentially determines the geometric and vehicle performance
quantities that are necessary to carry out the mission. Determining
these quantities can be called a “vehicle sizing” task. Geometric and
performance quantities for vehicle sizing comprise an optimal, consistent
set of parameters (such as rotor radius, solidity, engine size and vehicle
weight) that allow the vehicle to perform the desired set of missions. One
such sizing methodology is the NASA Design and Analysis of Rotorcraft
(NDARC) code [1] . A detailed design of many aspects of the vehicle,
such as structural design of the blade, blade planform (other than gross
parameters like radius and blade twist) and blade tip sweep are not
included in the sizing analysis. Detailed designs are determined in a
later design phase while maintaining the sizing constraints.

Once the vehicle size is determined, the size can be “frozen” and eval-
uated for certification, as well as various other missions that the vehicle
might encounter during operations. For example, evaulating the vehicle
for flight conditions required for the FAA noise certification process is
important. These conditions are primarily specified in terms of power
(related to engine power) instead of a specified vehicle speed. These
quantities are vehicle dependent and must be determined for each ve-
hicle design. NDARC can compute the flight condition needed to meet
these power requirements.

A civilian rotorcraft design must meet a number of Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) certification standards to fly in the U.S. airspace.
For example, one of these standards sets maximum vehicle noise limits for
certain flight conditions. These limits are set forth in the Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR) Title 14, Part 36 and are a function of gross weight:
Appendix H for typical helicopters, Appendix J for “light” helicopters,
and Appendix K for “tiltrotors”. Appendices H and K both use the
Effective Perceived Noise Level (EPNL) metric, and Appendix J uses
the sound exposure level (SEL) metric to establish noise limits as a
function of vehicle weight. During the design process, the goal is to
compute/estimate the noise levels for FAA noise certification procedures
that will be generated by a design and to examine how design changes
to a vehicle will affect the noise for these procedures.

The NASA Revolutionary Vertical Lift Technology (RVLT) Project
of the Advanced Air Vehicle Program (AAVP) under the Aeronautics Re-
search Mission Directorate (ARMD), established a Technical Challenge
to develop and demonstrate a multidisciplinary rotor design methodol-
ogy that can design a rotor system with reduced noise while meeting
other standards. For example, if a rotor blade is designed to be “low
noise” (relative to the FAA noise certification limits), but is structurally
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fragile and unable to meet the 2.2 lbf bird strike requirement set forth
in Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Title 14, Part 29.631, then the
design is not practical.

Ultimately, a design method such as NDARC must be coupled with
a noise prediction method. This coupling would allow an assessment of
noise characteristics of a vehicle during the preliminary design process.
The noise prediction method must be reasonably accurate and relatively
fast due to the large number of iterations that are required at this design
stage.

This paper examines commonly used, relatively fast, prediction tools
for noise prediction of rotorcraft vehicles. This analysis method will
be used to determine some key parameters that can be assessed with
surrogate methods.

The method presented in this work can be used in a “standalone”
analysis mode, independent of any design process, or be used in an op-
timization process, such as OpenMDAO [2], to examine the effects of
changes in parameters or configuration on noise metrics.

After developing the noise prediction methodology, the next step is to
validate the predictions. The primary purpose of this work is to examine
this prediction capability. Because rotorcraft are required to meet EPNL
noise limits set forth in the FAA noise certification process, the current
work will examine predictions of EPNL, as well as a number of other
common noise metrics, for a configuration of interest. This examination
will use codes and methods that are typical of ones in use by many
organizations today. Predictions will be compared to data from a recent
flight test of a conventional rotorcraft (main rotor and tail rotor) that
has already been through the FAA noise certification process.

A similar study was performed by Snider et al. [3]; however, that work
primarily was intended to show that a broadband noise model is neces-
sary in order to accurately compute the measured EPNL values measured
during FAA noise certification. Reference [3] used specific codes that are
Bell Helicopter Textron in-house proprietary codes. Though good results
were shown, a similar benchmarking method is performed here for anal-
yses currently used by NASA, all of which are different from the codes
used in Reference [3]. Similiar to Reference [3], the current work will
examine the ability to compute EPNL for a vehicle of interest, but will
not focus on reproducing specific FAA noise certification flight condi-
tions. Requirements to accurately compute EPNL, as well as a number
of other metrics of interest, from a flight test will be investigated.

In the following sections, the vehicle used in this work and the predic-
tion method for the vehicle trim, airloads, and noise prediction will then
be described. Finally, comparisons will be made between the prediction
and the data.
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2 Prediction Method

2.1 Trim, blade motion, blade loads

For a conventional rotorcraft configuration with main and tail rotors,
the two rotors are typically the primary noise sources. Prediction of
rotorcraft acoustics from these rotors requires knowledge of the blade
motion and the loads on the blades. To know the blade motion and
loading, knowledge of the rotorcraft trim state is required. The trim
state of a rotorcraft typically includes rotor controls and the vehicle
orientation, which are consistent with the given flight path.

The current state-of-the-art for predicting the rotorcraft trim state
for a given flight condition is often embodied in a “comprehensive analy-
sis,” which accounts for rotor and rotorcraft aerodynamics and dynamics.
In the current work, the second generation Comprehensive Analytical
Model of Rotorcraft Aerodynamics and Dynamics (CAMRAD II) [4] is
used to compute the rotorcraft trim state for a given flight condition.
The items shown in Figure 1 such as the vehicle geometry (which in-
cludes items such as the configuration, and number and orientation of
the rotors) and the vehicle flight condition, are used as input to CAM-
RAD II.

CAMRAD II includes a finite element beam model, lifting line aero-
dynamics model for the rotor blades, airframe aerodynamics models, a
number of wake models (i.e., uniform inflow, prescribed or rigid wake,
free wake), and solution procedures that solve these models to achieve
the trim state of the vehicle consistent with the desired flight condition.
CAMRAD II also has the ability to perform flutter-related calculations,
which include items such as eigenvalues, eigenvectors, and blade model
shapes. In addition, a transient analysis task is available to compute the
response of the rotorcraft system to inputs, such as a change in collective
stick position, and gust. For the computations in the present work, only
the CAMRAD II trim analysis is employed.

Given geometric, fuselage aerodynamic, blade sectional aerodynamic,
and structural information of a rotorcraft configuration, CAMRAD II
determines the trim state of the vehicle for a specified flight condition.
For the cases in this paper, the trim state is defined as a set of controls
- main rotor collective and cyclic pitch settings and vehicle orientation
- necessary to achieve the desired flight condition. The steady flight
condition for these cases is defined by providing the vehicle velocity,
climb angle, and vehicle weight. The rotor blades are assumed to be
rigid. This assumption is due to the lack of available information about
elastic properties of the blades on the specific flight vehicle used in this
work. This is not a limitation of the current method - the exact same
method is applied whether the rotor blades are elastic or rigid.

Once the trim state is determined, blade motion, vehicle orientation,
and blade loading are available for further analysis. A “converter” pro-
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gram is used to read the CAMRAD II output, extract the data (blade
motion and blade loading), and reformat the data into a specific set of
data files that are used by the noise prediction method. The noise pre-
diction method uses features available in the second generation Aircraft
NOise Prediction Program (ANOPP2) [5]. An outline of the prediction
method is presented graphically in Figure 1.

2.2 Noise Prediction

Given the vehicle trim state, the blade motions and lifting line blade
forces as a function of radius and azimuth (for each rotor) are extracted
from CAMRAD II results. The general noise prediction scheme includes
computation of the acoustic pressure time history at a set of observer lo-
cations. From the acoustic pressure data, quantities such as power spec-
tral density (PSD) spectrum, narrowband spectrum (NB), one-third oc-
tave band sound pressure level spectrum (1/3-octave), and overall sound
pressure level (OASPL) can be computed. For a flyover simulation, the
acoustic pressure time history at a set of observers located on a hemi-
spherical surface below the vehicle is computed first. Each of these time
histories is converted into a 1/3-octave band sound pressure level spec-
trum. This hemisphere of spectral data is then “flown” along a flight
path trajectory and a time history of frequency integrated metrics, such
as the perceived noise level (PNL) and tone-corrected perceived noise
level (PNLT), are computed at another observer location, such as a sta-
tionary observer on the ground. These spectral time histories at the
ground observer locations can be further integrated to obtain time inte-
grated metrics, such as EPNL, unweighted sound exposure level (SEL-u),
and A-weighted SEL (SEL-A).

The above noise prediction tasks are performed by way of an “ANOPP2
user code” as indicated in Figure 1. This user code was written to ac-
cept information such as the flight path, observer locations, atmosphere,
acoustic data surface information (impermeable, permeable, and com-
pact line methods are available) and instruct ANOPP2 to compute the
desired acoustic quantities.

2.2.1 Discrete Frequency Noise on a Hemisphere Under the
Vehicle

Computation of the acoustic pressure time history at each observer loca-
tion is performed by solving the Ffowcs Williams-Hawkings equation us-
ing Farassat’s Formulation 1A (“F1A”) [6] capability within ANOPP2,
coined ANOPP2-F1A. ANOPP2-F1A computes the acoustic pressure
time history using blade geometry, blade motion, and lifting line forces
on the rotor blades [5, 7]. The lifting line method in CAMRAD II does
not use the airfoil section shape; instead, the airfoil sectional aerody-
namics are interpolated from a table containing lift, drag, and pitching
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moment coefficients as as function of angle of attack and Mach number.
To approximate the thickness noise, a symmetric NACA airfoil section
with the same maximum thickness of the actual airfoil section is used.
It is also required that the cross-sectional area be the same to match
thickness noise; however, because the maximum thickness and the chord
length are matched with the actual section, it is assumed here that the
cross-sectional area difference between the modeled airfoil and the ac-
tual airfoil is small. Because the loading data available are sectional
forces on the rotors as a function of rotor radius and azimuth location,
the compact chordwise version of ANOPP2-F1A is used for computation
of the acoustic pressure time history components that are attributable
to the blade loading. The compact chordwise loading is applied on the
quarter-chord of the blade section.

2.2.2 Additional Broadband Hemisphere

For a vehicle flyover, the acoustic pressure time history for a set of ob-
servers on a hemispherical surface under the rotorcraft is computed first.
A 1/3-octave band sound pressure level spectrum is then computed at
each observer location on the hemisphere and is available for use in the
subsequent flyover simulation.

An optional hemisphere can then be included in the analysis. This
optional hemisphere consists of a modified broadband noise model based
on the Pegg model [8]. This model, as currently implemented in the
ANOPP2 user code, is only available for the main rotor (which is as-
sumed to be the first rotor). Other broadband noise sources, such as
engine noise, are not included. A simple scale factor is applied to the
noise spectrum generated by the standard Pegg model. As the Pegg
model is an empirically-based model, the scaling parameter included in
the current model is simply another empirical constant that can be ad-
justed to best match measured data. For a scaling factor value of 1, the
original Pegg model is recovered.

This additional 1/3-octave hemisphere is added to the 1/3-octave
hemisphere that was obtained in the earlier part of the computation
using CAMRAD II and the ANOPP2-F1A. This process creates a single
1/3-octave hemisphere which contains the thickness and loading noise
from all rotors and the main rotor broadband noise.

2.2.3 Noise from a Flyover

The new single hemisphere is then “flown” along a flight path. For the
current work, the flight path is assumed to be a straight line through a
constant-property atmosphere at specified atmospheric conditions. The
straight-line flight path can be a level flyover at a constant height above
the ground. The path can also be at a climb angle or descent angle that
intersects a point at a user-given height above the ground origin point
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(0,0,0).
As this hemisphere is flown along a trajectory, noise is computed at

an observer location using the straight ray method of ANOPP imple-
mented in ANOPP2 (called “ANOPP2-AnoppGround”). In the cases
examined here, the observer is stationary and on the ground. The noise
at this location, provided by ANOPP2-AnoppGround, is effectively the
noise from the hemisphere that would reach the ground observer, tak-
ing into account effects such as hemisphere motion (“Doppler effect”),
atmospheric absorption and attenuation, and spherical spreading. The
ground observer data for a flyover is then composed of a time history of
spectral data at 0.5-second intervals during the flyover. These spectral
data are then provided to ANOPP2’s Acoustic Analysis functionality to
calculate frequency-integrated metrics such as PNL, PNLT, and OASPL,
as well as time-integrated metrics such as EPNL, SEL-u, and SEL-A.
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3 Measured Data

Between September 2014 and February 2015, a series of flight tests was
conducted by NASA and the U.S. Army Aviation Development Direc-
torate (ADD) [9]. The primary objectives of the test series were to (1)
determine the effects of varying ambient conditions and gross weight on
noise generation (2) gather data to aid in development, implementation,
and improvement of prediction codes and methodologies. The vehicle
used was a Eurocopter AS350 SD1 rotorcraft. Some of the vehicle char-
acteristics of this single engine, light helicopter are summarized in Table
1.

Table 1. AS350 SD1 Characteristics.

Main Rotor

Number of blades 3
Radius 5.345 meters
Chord 0.350 meters
Nominal RPM 394
Linear Twist Rate -8.4 degrees
Max blade thickness 0.09 % chord
Airfoil section OA209

Tail Rotor

Number of blades 2
Radius 0.930 meters
Chord 0.1855 meters
Nominal RPM 2086
Linear Twist Rate 0.0 degrees
Max blade thickness 0.12 % chord
Airfoil section NACA 0012

Vehicle

Gross Weight 1996 kilograms

Various flight conditions were flown during the flight test series. Two
conditions will be used here to examine the ability of current prediction
methods to compute various acoustic quantities, such as EPNL. The two
test conditions used here - a level flight case and a descent flight case -
are described in Table 2 together with the atmospheric conditions that
were used in the predictions. The average speed and average climb angle
were deduced from the measured tracking data.

In addition to the EPNL shown in Table 2, Table 3 provides a
list of other integrated noise metrics such as the SEL-u, SEL-A, un-
weighted Equivalent Continuous Sound Level (Leq), A-weighted Equiv-
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alent Continuous Sound Level (Leq-A), unweighted Maximum Sound
Level (Lmax), and A-weighted Maximum Sound Level (Lmax-A), which
were computed from measured acoustic pressure time histories. As used
in this study, the terms “unweighted SEL” and “A-weighted SEL” are
technically the “unweighted Single Event Noise Exposure Level (un-
weighted SENEL)” and “A-weighted Single Event Noise Exposure Level
(A-weighted SENEL)”, respectively. The difference is that, by defini-
tion, the SEL quantities are integrated between two instances in time.
The SENEL values, however, are integrated between the time instances
defined by the times when the noise metric is 10 dB lower than the
maximum noise metric value. The FAA certification process shows the
definition of the SEL quantity, but then indicates that the two time in-
stances are “in practice” set by the times for which the noise metric is
10 dB below the maximum value of the noise metric. The maximum
noise metric is defined as Lmax (for unweighted quantities) or Lmax-A
(for A-weighted quantities). Leq is defined as the constant noise level
for the entire flyover which is equivalent to the unweighted SEL value
for that flyover. Likewise, Leq-A is defined as the constant A-weighted
noise level for the entire flyover which is equivalent to the A-weighted
SEL value for that flyover. For this document, the commonly used defi-
nition of the SEL quantity (which, is actually the SENEL value) is used.
The terminology SEL is also retained, per common practice.

Table 2. Flight Conditions.

Level Flight

Run Number 302248
Average True Air Speed 92.5 knots
Average Climb Angle -0.39 degree
Height AGL at overhead 109.62 meters
EPNL 93.13 EPNdB

Descent Flight

Run Number 273104
Average True Air Speed 98.4 knots
Average Climb Angle -5.17 degree
Height AGL at overhead 74.378 meters
EPNL 93.67 EPNdB

Atmosphere

Density 1.05489 kilogram/meter3

Temperature 12.83 Celsius
Pressure 85,900. Pascals
Speed of Sound 339.01 meter/second
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Table 3. Measured Noise Metrics.

Level Flight

EPNL 93.13 EPNdB
SEL 99.31 dB
SEL-A 89.01 dBA
Leq 89.10 dB
Leq-A 81.23 dBA
Lmax 92.54 dB
Lmax-A 84.34 dBA

Descent Flight

EPNL 93.67 EPNdB
SEL 99.93 dB
SEL-A 91.10 dBA
Leq 90.15 dB
Leq-A 82.07 dBA
Lmax 94.62 dB
Lmax-A 85.47 dBA
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4 Modeling of the Vehicle in CAMRAD II

As a starting point, the CAMRAD II model for the AS350 SD1 began
as CAMRAD II input decks for the SA349/2 vehicle as provided by Dr.
Wayne Johnson and Dr. Gloria Yamauchi of the NASA Ames Research
Center and was based on References [10] and [11]. However, there are a
number of major differences between the SA349/2 and the AS350 SD1
used in the current work. The original input decks were modified to
create a new input deck for the AS350 SD1 helicopter using data from
Reference [12]. The major changes are outlined below.

For the main rotor, the rotor radius, chord, solidity, tip speed, and
RPM were updated. For the blade structural model, the blades were
considered rigid, so no elastic properties were required. The methods
used behave the same whether the blades are elastic or rigid - only the
internal calculations of CAMRAD II are affected. The reason for using
the rigid blade assumption was that the elastic blade properties were not
readily available for the current blades. The blade mass was adjusted to
match the measured blade mass. The blades have a linear twist of 8.4
degrees from the center of rotation to the tip. Aerodynamic sectional
information for the main rotor was extracted from airfoil tables of lift,
drag, and pitching moment for the OA209 airfoil.

For the tail rotor, the original SA349/2 model included a fenestron.
However, the AS350 SD1 vehicle is equipped with a two-bladed tail ro-
tor that consists of an untwisted, rectangular planform with NACA 0012
symmetric airfoils. In addition, the gear ratio of the tail rotor was set
such that the RPM of the tail rotor was matched to the measured tail
rotor RPM of the level flight case, determined from analysis of the acous-
tic data. Tail rotor radius, chord, solidity, and blade mass were matched
to measured values. Aerodynamic sectional information was determined
from an airfoil table of lift, drag, and pitching moment for the NACA
0012 airfoil.

The airframe aerodynamics model was assumed to be the same as
the original SA349/2. The airframe elasticity model was not used.

The main rotor collective pitch, lateral pitch, longitudinal pitch, fuse-
lage pitch, fuselage roll, and pedal control (effectively, the tail rotor col-
lective) were used to trim the three forces and moments acting on the
free flight vehicle at the given flight condition.
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5 Level Flight

5.1 Acoustic Pressure Time Histories

The acoustic pressure time history is the fundamental quantity measured
at a microphone location during an acoustic flight test. Acoustic metrics
of interest are derived from this quantity. The acoustic pressure time
history is examined when assessing a prediction method that is based
on the time domain rather than on the frequency domain. This section
assesses the prediction of the acoustic pressure time history compared to
measurements.

The acoustic pressure time history is predicted and compared to mea-
sured data from six locations of the vehicle along the flight track. The
tracking data from the flight test is used to locate the relative position
of the vehicle and microphone. The measured microphone data is from
a stationary microphone (with the vehicle moving). For all predictions
in this work, data from “Microphone 10” is used because it is close to
the centerline of the flight track for both the level flight case examined
in this section and for the descent case examined subsequently.

Figure 2 shows the measured and predicted acoustic pressure time
histories for six locations, corresponding to 5, 3, and 1 second prior to
the vehicle being directly over the microphone 10 location and 1, 3, and
5 seconds after the vehicle has passed microphone 10.

For convenient angular reference, the title above each figure indicates
the “polar angle”, θ, between (1) a line pointing forward from the vehicle
and is parallel to the ground plane and (2) the microphone location.
With this polar angle definition, for polar angles between θ = 0◦ and 90◦,
the microphone is in front of the vehicle, and for polar angles between
θ = 90◦ and 180◦, the microphone is behind the vehicle.

At θ = 19◦, it is seen that the measured data is dominated by pulses
indicative of thickness noise. The smaller, more frequent peaks are from
the tail rotor, and the larger peaks are from the main rotor. In the
analysis, the main rotor RPM was set to 396.5 based on the spacing of
the known main rotor thickness pulses in the measured data. This value
is within 1% of the nominal RPM of 394 and is well within the RPM
variation measured during the flight test. The tail rotor RPM was set to
2088.56, based on spacing of the known tail rotor pulses in the measured
data. In Figure 2, the black lines are the measurements and the red
lines are the predictions. The x-axis shows a time spanning one main
rotor revolution. Because the exact location of the rotor blades is not
known in the measurement (unknown azimuth location relative to the
measured time on the x-axis), the predictions were shifted in time by
small amounts to align the thickness noise peaks.

The predictions match the measured data well in phase and ampli-
tude. However, the analysis overpredicts the blade vortex interactions
(BVI) just prior to the main rotor pulse. There are several reasons for
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this overprediction. First, the comprehensive analysis requires input of
a vortex core radius for the tip vortex. In this case, the tip vortex core
size is held constant and is equal to 1.0 chord. While this is a large value
compared to actual vortex core sizes, a large size is required in the com-
putation to avoid even larger overshoots in the BVI magnitude. Also,
the orientation of the main rotor is an important factor in the location
and strength of the BVI events. For this case, the main rotor tip path
plane orientation is not known precisely, so the predicted, trimmed main
rotor tip path plane orientation is assumed to be correct.

At θ = 30◦, the predictions still match the location of the main
and tail rotor thickness pulses, but the measured pulses are becoming
sharper and more nondeterministic noise sources are starting to show.
As with θ = 19◦, the predicted BVI event just prior to the main rotor
thickness pulse is stronger than in the measured data. At θ = 63◦, the
predictions and measurements show the same trends as θ = 30◦; however,
the measured data has more content that appears to be high frequency
and nondeterministic.

After the vehicle passes the microphone location (θ = 117◦, 150◦, and
162◦), a 3 per revolution (“3p”) feature appears with a large amount
of nondeterministic, broadband noise on top of the 3p feature. The
prediction shows this 3p content well, but is void of the high frequency,
broadband noise evident in the measurements because the time domain
prediction method does not include broadband noise. For θ = 150◦ and
162◦, the measured data are also dominated by broadband noise with
evidence of a thickness-like pulse from the main rotor. The predictions
mimic the measured data well, except for the broadband noise content.

5.2 One-third Octave Band Sound Pressure Level Spectra

Figure 3 shows the unweighted one-third band sound pressure level spec-
tra (predicted for the main rotor harmonic noise only compared with
measured data for the complete vehicle) at the same time locations ex-
amined in Figure 2. As with Figure 2, only the discrete frequency noise
is predicted.

The spectral shape of the low- and mid-frequency noise is reasonably
well predicted for θ = 19◦, 30◦, and 63◦, with overprediction at the high-
est frequencies. The spectral shape of the low- and mid-frequency noise
is reasonably well represented, but the levels are underpredicted. The
highest frequencies are typically not of interest because they are quickly
attenuated by the atmosphere.

For θ = 117◦, 150◦, and 162◦, the low frequency content is well pre-
dicted, but the mid-frequency content is substantially underpredicted.
This result is expected because the predictions do not account for broad-
band noise.

Figure 4 shows the same measured data as Figure 3, but the pre-
dictions now include broadband nosie computed with a modified Pegg
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model. The modifed Pegg model (described in section 2.2.2) with scale
factor set to 0.91 was used. The origin of this 0.91 factor is explained be-
low in Section 5.4. As expected, relative to Figure 3, the mid-frequency
noise content is increased in the locations after the vehicle has passed
the microphone.

Figure 5 shows results of Figure 4 with the tail rotor noise included.
The two primary effects of the tail rotor are to increase the low-frequency
noise content and to decrease the high-frequency content prior to the
vehicle passing over the microphone. The effects are more pronounced
when the vehicle is nearly above the microphone location (θ = 30◦ and
63◦).

5.3 Unweighted Overall Sound Pressure Levels During
Flyover

Figures 3 through 5 showed individual spectra at 6 discrete points under
the flight spanning a time period between 5 seconds before and after the
vehicle is directly above microphone 10. To see a broader picture of how
the measured and predicted data compare, the acoustic pressure time
history is sampled every 0.5 seconds. At each of these sampling times,
the sound pressure level spectrum is computed. The sound pressure level
spectrum is then integrated at each of these times to obtain an overall
sound pressure level (OASPL) [dB] level. Figure 6 shows the unweighted
OASPL as the vehicle flies over the microphone. This figure only includes
the main rotor. The x-axis is the “Reception Time”, t (in seconds),
and can be considered the time relative to the vehicle being directly
over microphone 10. For t < 0 seconds, the vehicle is approaching the
microphone. For t > 0, seconds the vehicle has passed the microphone
and is departing. So, for t < 0 seconds, the microphone data represent
noise events projected in front of the vehicle. For t > 0 seconds, the
microphone data represent noise events aft of the vehicle. The peak value
Figure 6 shows that on approach, main rotor thickness noise is the largest
component of the prediction, and the loading noise is a small part of the
noise until approximately t = -4 seconds. At that time, the thickness
noise drops significantly and the loading noise becomes dominant. The
broadband component at t = -10 seconds is much smaller than either the
thickness or loading noise. As the vehicle approaches the microphone,
the loading noise becomes the dominant noise source while the thickness
noise decreases. Near t = 0 seconds, the main rotor thickness noise
drops significantly and remains far below all other noise sources after
the vehicle has passed overhead. This decrease in main rotor thickness
noise is expected because the thickness noise is known to be small directly
under the rotor. After t = 0 seconds, the forward tilt of the rotor ensures
that the main rotor thickness noise remains small (as the microphone is
never again near the plane of the rotor), and the primary component
of the unweighted OASPL is the loading noise. Throughout the flight
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track, the broadband noise is at least 10 dB below the loading noise and
not a major contributor to this particular metric.

Figure 7 is similar to Figure 6, except that the tail rotor is included in
the prediction. Comparing these two figures reveals that before, during,
and after the vehicle has passed the microphone, the tail rotor signif-
icantly contributes to the thickness noise component. This is because
the tail rotor plane is always oriented toward the microphone. The tail
rotor contribution is higher on approach than on departure because of
Doppler shifting of the sound. The total loading noise is mainly due to
the main rotor, as the loading noise is very similar in Figures 6 and 7.
Because the microphone is essentially in the plane of the tail rotor disk,
the loading noise from the tail rotor is expected to be small. Including
the tail rotor noise greatly improves the predicted OASPL on approach
compared to the main rotor alone case, though the prediction is still
approximately 2 dB below the measured value until just a few seconds
before the microphone position is reached.

The broadband curve is exactly the same as in Figures 6 and 7 be-
cause only broadband noise from the main rotor is included. As men-
tioned previously, the broadband noise from the tail rotor is expected to
be small.

Based on the comparison between Figures 6 and 7, it can be seen
that including the tail rotor in the noise prediction is necessary to better
capture the unweighted OASPL metric time history, especially during
the approach phase of the flight.

5.4 A-weighted Overall Sound Pressure Levels During Fly-
over

This section shows the same flight condition as in the previous section,
but instead of unweighted OASPL, the A-weighted OASPL [dBA] is ex-
amined. Because rotorcraft noise tends to be dominated by relatively low
frequency noise (see the individual spectra in prior sections), examination
of the unweighted OASPL indicates the ability of a prediction method
to match the dominant noise sources. The A-weighting scale weights the
components of noise for which the human ear is most sensitive. Exami-
nation of the A-weighted versions of Figures 6 and 7, therefore, provides
an assessment of this prediction method to replicate the components of
noise that are most relevant to human hearing.

Figure 8 uses the same measured data and prediction as Figure 6,
but the metric is derived using A-weighted spectra. The measured data
change in several ways. First, the mean level of the curve is lower for
the A-weighted measured data compared to Figure 6. Second, for t <
0 seconds, the OASPL time history is significantly reduced compared to
the unweighted values of Figure 6. These observerations suggest that
there is less mid- to high-frequency content ahead of the vehicle (t <
0 seconds) and more mid- to high-frequency content behind the vehicle
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(t > 0 seconds). The reduction of the noise metric history ahead of the
rotor (t < 0 seconds) is due to the A-weighting scheme deemphasizing the
lower frequency content. Behind the vehicle (when t > 0 seconds), the
low-frequency noise content is small (compared to ahead of the vehicle),
so the A-weighting scheme does not reduce the OASPL as much as it
does ahead of the vehicle.

In general, the measured A-weighted levels are lower than the un-
weighted measured levels. The OASPL values on approach and depar-
ture are attenuated more at the peak value near t = 0 seconds. The
predicted data generally show this same trend. However, because the
very low and the very high frequencies are attenuated by the A-weighting
scheme (and the mid-frequencies are emphasized), the broadband noise
component - which is primarly in the mid-frequency range - is on par
with and even greater than the loading noise component. The addition
of these two components leads to an overprediction of the peak OASPL
dBA.

Figure 9 shows the same data as Figure 8, but the A-weighted tail ro-
tor noise is included in the prediction. Similar to the unweighted OASPL
metric time history of Figure 6, the tail rotor thickness noise appears in
the predictions after the vehicle has passed the microphone. Inclusion of
the tail rotor has changed the frequency content of the noise emphasized
by the A-weighting scheme. Some of these features are seen in the acous-
tic pressure time histories, which show changes in the acoustic pulses (for
every main rotor thickness pulse) due to the non-integer rotational fre-
quency of the tail rotor relative to the main rotor. The two-rotor system
here will only be periodic at multiples of approximately 5.267 seconds
(which is the ratio of the tail rotor to main rotor RPM) even for a steady
flight condition.

Another useful metric, the sound exposure level (SEL), is an inte-
gration of the A-weighted OASPL metric time history between the time
interval when the OASPL is 10 dB below the peak level (before and after
the peak). Therefore, the predicted peak OASPL should be representa-
tive of the peak OASPL from the measured data. Here, because the
broadband noise model is a dominant noise source for the time interval
for which the SEL will be computed, a modification is made to the Pegg
broadband noise level. The results of the Pegg model are multipled by
a user-provided fraction that scales the Pegg model results to match the
OASPL peak value.

Using Figure 9 as a guide, the Pegg model result was scaled by 0.91
(that is, reduced by 9%) to better match the SEL value resulting from
integration of the measured data. Figure 10 shows the result including
0.91 Pegg model scaling. The measured A-weighted SEL value is 89.01
dBA; using the 0.91 Pegg model fraction, the predicted A-weighted SEL
value is 89.09 dBA. This 0.91 fractional value is taken here as a “cali-
bration” and will remain fixed for the remainder of this paper.
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5.5 Tone Corrected Perceived Noise Levels

The tone corrected perceived noise level (PNLT) can be computed using
standard procedures outlined in the Federal Aviation Regulations. These
standard methods are implemented in ANOPP2 and are used in the
ANOPP2 user code. The PNLT is a predecessor to the computation of
the effective perceived noise level (EPNL) metric used in rotorcraft noise
certification for vehicles over 7000 lb gross weight. A-weighted SEL is
used for certification of vehicles below 7000 lb gross weight. Figure 11
shows the metric time history of PNLT, including the main rotor, tail
rotor, and broadband noise for the main rotor (using 91% of the Pegg
model value).

Consistent with results shown in previous figures, thickness noise
plays a major role in the metric time history as the vehicle approaches (t
< 0 seconds). The loading noise starts at a low level on approach and in-
creases more rapidly than the thickness noise, eventually becoming more
dominant than the thickness noise (from both main and tail rotors) when
the vehicle is directly over the microphone. Thickness noise decreases
rapidly after the vehicle has passed because the main rotor thickness
noise is effectively absent and the Doppler shift reduces the tail rotor
thickness noise level. The loading noise continues to play a significant
role in the PNLT metric as the vehicle retreats from the microphone.
The broadband noise is less significant for the PNLT metric compared
to the A-weighted OASPL metric. So, broadband noise will play a ma-
jor role when examining SEL metrics, but not when examining EPNL
metrics.

5.6 Effective Perceived Noise Levels and Metric Summary

From the PNLT computations, an EPNL can be computed and compared
to the measured value. Other metrics can also be examined for the
level flight case that includes the main rotor, tail rotor, and 91% of the
broadband noise model. The value of Lmax is the maximum (peak) value
of the OASPL metric time history about which the SEL is integrated.
The value of Leq is the constant noise level [dB] for the entire flyover,
which produces the same, equivalent noise level as the SEL. There are
unweighted and A-weighted versions of SEL, Lmax, and Leq, which are
shown in table below. For all of the metrics shown, the unweighted
values tend to be slightly lower than the measured data; whereas, the
A-weighted values are slightly above the measured data. For all metrics
shown, the prediction error is within approximately ±2% of the measured
value.
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Table 4. Summary of metrics for level flight case.

Measured Predicted % error

EPNL 93.13 91.11 -2.2

unweighted

SEL 99.31 97.11 -2.2
Leq 89.10 88.26 -0.9
Lmax 92.54 92.49 ≈ 0.

A-weighted

SEL 89.01 89.09 ≈ 0.
Leq 81.23 82.36 1.4
Lmax 84.34 85.35 1.2
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6 Descent Flight

The previous sections showed that measured data can be reproduced
using a comprehensive analysis and a relatively fast noise prediction
method. Using the “calibrated” model developed in the previous section
for level flight, the current section will examine a descent flight condition
to see if the same model can produce comparably good results relative to
measured data. The flight condition in this section is the descent flight
condition specified in Table 2.

6.1 Acoustic Pressure Time Histories

The same analysis procedure used for the level flight case is used to
examine the acoustic pressure time histories at six vehicle locations along
the flight path, relative to a centerline microphone used in the measured
data. These six locations, as before, are located at 5, 3, and 1 seconds
before the rotorcraft reaches the microphone location and 1, 3, and 5
seconds after the vehicle has passed the microphone location. However,
note that because this is a descent flight condition, these time locations
correspond to different polar angles. The polar angles again are included
in the title for each figure for reference.

Figure 12 shows the calculated and measured acoustic pressure time
history similar to Figure 2. At the θ = 30◦ location, the blade passages
indicative of thickness noise from the main and tail rotors are relatively
well predicted. However, even at this θ = 30◦ position ahead of the
rotor, blade vortex interactions (BVI) are evident in the measured data
just prior to the main rotor thickness pulse. The predictions also show
that there are BVI at the same time relative to the main rotor thick-
ness pulse, but that the amplitude of the predicted BVI is smaller than
that measured. The very large vortex core radius (1.0 chords) used in
CAMRAD II and set for the level flight condition could be decreased
to improve this prediction. However, changing the core size for every
different flight condition is not desirable when the goal is to develop a
method that requires minimal user intervention during a design process.
Decreasing the tip vortex core radius may improve the predictions for
the descent flight case, but the predictions for the level flight case will
be worse. Therefore, the core radius for the level flight case was used,
and prediction of the noise metrics was assessed. For design cases where
a new rotor is being developed or cases where there is not experimen-
tal data with which to calibrate a core size, the acoustic results here,
and experience, indicate that a large core radius (size) is necessary for
acoustic prediction. As such, in cases where the core radius cannot be
calibrated with data, it is reasonable to use a core radius to be on the
order of 1.0 chord in the comprehensive analysis.

Predictions at polar angles θ = 43◦ and 74◦ show similar features to
the results at polar angle θ = 30◦ in that the basic thickness pulses are
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predicted, and the very large, sharp BVI events are captured when the
peak-to-peak value is examined. Even at θ = 43◦ and 74◦, some broad-
band noise content is evident in the measurements, but is not included
in the discrete frequency predictions.

The measurement at a polar angle of θ = 108◦ includes a large
amount of broadband noise, as well as a sharp BVI event per main rotor
blade passage. There is also a superimposed low frequency 3p blade load-
ing feature. The prediction primarily shows the 3p loading feature with
smaller than measured BVI events. For θ = 108◦ and 144◦ polar angles,
BVI is included in the prediction, but the events are underpredicted at
θ = 74◦ and overpredicted at θ = 144◦.

Broadband noise content is superimposed on a small low frequency
content for θ = 144◦ and 160◦. The predictions match the decrease in
magnitude of these loading noise features, but again, do not reproduce
the broadband noise content.

6.2 One-third Octave Band Sound Pressure Level Spectra

Figure 13 shows the 1/3-octave band sound pressure level spectra in a
manner similar to Figure 5. For this descent case, these spectra indicate
that the low frequency noise is predicted well on approach (t < 0 seconds)
and overpredicted for the times after the rotor has passed the microphone
location. Mid-frequency noise appears to be underpredicted for most
times, especially after the rotor has passed over the microphone.

6.3 Overall Sound Pressure Levels During Flyover

Figure 14 shows the OASPL for the noise components for the descent
flight condition. As with the level flight case, thickness noise dominates
on approach and loading noise increases as the vehicle gets closer to
the microphone location. Directly over the microphone, loading noise
dominates, while thickness noise is less important. After the vehicle
passes over the microphone, predicted loading noise dominates. Pre-
dicted broadband noise, however, is far less than either the thickness or
loading noise component for this unweighted metric.

Comparing the metric time history in Figure 14 to the spectra in Fig-
ure 13, at θ = 30◦ and 43◦, the underprediction of OASPL is due to the
underprediction of the mid-frequency. The low frequency content is sim-
ilar to that measured. At the polar angles of θ = 43◦ and 108◦, the pre-
dicted low-frequency content is overpredicted, while the mid-frequency
content is underpredicted. This results in the overall levels being com-
parable to the measured data, though the predicted components do not
have quite the same distribution over the frequency range.

Figure 15 (A-weighted OASPL) shows that all of the noise compo-
nents are underpredicted and that the broadband noise component is
more important in this A-weighted metric. Similar to the level flight
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case, the average noise metric level is lower than the OASPL level for
this descent case. However, the rapid drop in A-weighted noise ahead
of the rotor is not seen in the descent case. Effectively, the measured
data shows that the OASPL and A-weighted metric time histories are
simply offset by a constant in the vertical axis. This suggests that there
is broadband content throughout the descent case, which is corroborated
by the broadband content seen in the measured acoustic pressure time
histories in Figure 12.

The predicted A-weighted OASPL trend is similar in shape to the
measured A-weighted OASPL curve, with an offset in the vertical axis.
This indicates that content in the frequencies emphasized by the A-
weighting is underpredicted over the entire flyover.

6.4 PNLT and Time Integrated Metrics

Figure 16 shows the PNLT metric time history using data generated in
the previous sections for the descent case. Again, predicted thickness
noise dominates the PNLT on approach, loading noise is increasing as
the vehicle approaches (and passes over) the microphone location; while,
broadband noise is less important for this particular metric than are
thickness or loading noise components.

Table 5 provides a summary of the measured and predicted integrated
metrics. The column labeled “Pegg 91% Prediction” corresponds to the
predicted column in Table 4 in that 91% of the Pegg broadband noise
content in used. Later in this section, the effect of using a different
scaling value for the Pegg model will be discussed.

Underprediction of the EPNL value shown in Table 5 is attributed
to underpredicting the peak PNLT level just after the vehicle has passed
the microphone. At t = 0 seconds, there is a large amount of broadband
noise in the measured data (see the acoustic pressure time histories in
Figure 12) that is not predicted, even with the Pegg broadband noise
model included. The width of the integration window (10 dB below the
peak on either side of the peak) is similar to the measured window.

The predicted unweighted SEL value is close to the measured value,
though the peak noise (Lmax) is slightly lower than the measured value.
Again, the integration window in determining SEL is similar to the mea-
sured window, but within the window OASPL is overpredicted and un-
derpredicted resulting in a good predicted SEL value.

For the A-weighted quantities, there is significant underprediction of
SEL and Lmax (Table 5) caused by underpredicting the noise compo-
nents in the frequencies that are emphasized by the A-weighting. Based
on Figure 15, underprediction of these A-weighted integrated metrics is
expected. The main cause of underpredicting the A-weighted quantities
is due to broadband noise underprediction.

Because of the underprediction of the A-weighted quantities and the
recognition that some of this content is from broadband noise, Table 5
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includes results from using a scaling factor of 1.0 for the Pegg broadband
noise, rather than the 0.91 fraction that was derived from matching the
A-weighted SEL in the level flight case. Using this larger scale factor
improved the EPNL prediction with the error reduced by 50% compared
to the results using a scale factor of 0.91. As expected, the unweighted
values did not change much, as they are almost unaffected by the broad-
band content. The results in Table 5 suggest that for the descent case,
the full Pegg model should be used.

Table 5. Summary of metrics for descent case.

Pegg 91% Pegg 100%
Measured Predicted % error Predicted % error

EPNL 93.67 92.41 -1.3 93.00 -0.7

unweighted

SEL 99.93 99.71 ≈ 0. 99.75 ≈ 0.
Leq 90.15 90.20 ≈ 0. 90.26 ≈ 0.
Lmax 94.62 93.67 -1.0 93.67 -1.0

A-weighted

SEL 92.10 86.47 -5.0 91.73 -0.4
Leq 82.07 78.54 -4.3 84.24 2.6
Lmax 85.47 81.95 -4.1 87.44 2.3
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7 Conclusion

A noise prediction method consisting of a rotorcraft comprehensive anal-
ysis (CAMRAD II) that computes the vehicle trim state, blade motion,
and blade loading was combined with a noise prediction code that uti-
lizes ANOPP2 functionality to compute noise metrics. Various noise
parameters and metrics were compared to measured data from a flight
test.

The primary purpose of this effort was to examine the capability
of the noise prediction method to reproduce features in the measured
data, with the knowledge that the method could be incorporated into
a rotor/rotorcraft design process. The design of a low-noise vehicle will
probably examine representative noise metrics, such as EPNL and SEL,
to trade against other vehicle attributes, such as speed and payload.

This work showed that measured data can be reasonably reproduced
in terms of acoustic pressure time histories, 1/3-octave band sound pres-
sure level spectra, PNLT time histories, and EPNL. For a level flight
case, predictions of both unweighted and A-weighted metrics were repre-
sentative of the measured values. For a descent case, predictions of the
unweighted metrics were representative of the measured values; whereas,
the predicted A-weighted metrics showed a 4 to 5% underprediction when
the input parameters remained the same as those used for the level flight
case. The measured descent case exhibited more broadband noise con-
tent for the entire flyover, and inclusion of more broadband noise in the
prediction relative to the level flight case improved the comparison of in-
tegrated noise metrics. While the broadband noise model is a simple one
based on scaling and empiricism, an improved broadband noise model
could serve an important role in computing integrated metrics.

If only the noise from the main rotor is included, the integrated
acoustic quantities for a main rotor / tail rotor vehicle will be signifi-
cantly underpredicted. Inclusion of the tail rotor noise, though smaller
than the main rotor noise in magnitude, is essential in the prediction
method to compute many of the integrated noise metrics such as PNLT
and EPNL due to the frequency content of the tail rotor. It was also
shown that inclusion of a broadband noise model - even a simple empir-
ical one - can modify, and even improve, the integrated metrics because
broadband noise tends to dominate the time range of metric time his-
tory from which the integrated metrics (such as PNLT and EPNL) are
computed.

The prediction method demonstrated that the comprehensive anal-
ysis for a given configuration can be “calibrated” once, then the “cali-
brated” model can be used for the remainder of reasonably similar cases.
For this work, a level flight case served as the “calibration” case and the
descent flight case was computed with the “calibrated” model. However,
the level flight and descent cases had different levels of measured broad-
band noise. This difference was accounted for in the analysis by simply
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scaling the results of an empirical broadband noise model. It is unclear
whether this calibration method is valid for various flight conditions of
the same vehicle or for vehicles of other size and weight classes.

As a next step in this research, vehicle variations will be examined
using this same noise prediction method. For example, the above analysis
could be repeated with various design changes, such as modification of
the main rotor blade planform in such a way as to keep the vehicle in
approximately the same trim state. This noise prediction method could
also be inserted into a optimization framework such as OpenMDAO to
minimize one of the acoustic quantities as an objective function.
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8 Figures

8.1 Introduction

Figure 1. Outline of the current noise prediction method.
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8.2 Level Flight

Figure 2. Level flight: Measured and predicted acoustic pressure from
six points along the flight path. Red lines are predictions; black lines are
measurements.
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Figure 3. Level flight: Measured and predicted one-third octave band
spectra at six points along the flight path. This prediction includes only
the main rotor, but does not include broadband noise. Red lines are
predictions; black lines are measurements.
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Figure 4. Level flight: Measured and predicted one-third octave band
spectra at six points along the flight path. This prediction includes only
the main rotor and includes broadband noise from the Pegg broadband
noise model. Red lines are predictions; black lines are measurements.
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Figure 5. Level flight: Measured and predicted one-third octave band
spectra at six points along the flight path. This prediction includes the
main rotor (and its associated broadband noise from the Pegg broadband
noise model) and tail rotor noise. Red lines are predictions; black lines
are measurements.
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Figure 6. Level flight: Measured and predicted unweighted overall sound
pressure level (OASPL) [dB]. This prediction includes the main rotor
only.
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Figure 7. Level flight: Measured and predicted unweighted overall sound
pressure level (OASPL) [dB]. This prediction includes both the main
rotor and tail rotor.
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Figure 8. Level flight: Measured and predicted A-weighted overall sound
pressure level (OASPL) [dBA]. This prediction includes the main rotor
only.
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Figure 9. Level flight: Measured and predicted A-weighted overall sound
pressure level (OASPL) [dBA]. This prediction includes both the main
rotor and tail rotor.
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Figure 10. Level flight: Measured and predicted A-weighted overall
sound pressure level (OASPL) [dBA]. This prediction includes both the
main rotor and tail rotor. The broadband component has been reduced
by 9%.
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Figure 11. Level flight: Measured and predicted Tone Corrected Per-
ceived Noise Level. This prediction includes the main rotor, main rotor
broadband, and tail rotor noise.
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8.3 Descent Flight

Figure 12. Descent flight: Measured and predicted acoustic pressure
from six points along the flight path. Red lines are predictions; black
lines are measurements.
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Figure 13. Descent flight: Measured and predicted one-third octave band
spectra at six points along the flight path. This prediction includes the
main rotor, main rotor broadband, and tail rotor noise. Red lines are
predictions; black lines are measurements.
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Figure 14. Descent flight: Measured and predicted unweighted overall
sound pressure level (OASPL) [dB]. This prediction includes the main
rotor, main rotor broadband, and tail rotor noise.
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Figure 15. Descent flight: Measured and predicted A-weighted overall
sound pressure level (OASPL) [dBA]. This prediction includes the main
rotor, main rotor broadband, and tail rotor noise.
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Figure 16. Descent flight: Measured and predicted Tone Corrected Per-
ceived Noise Level. This prediction includes the main rotor, main rotor
broadband, and tail rotor noise.
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